
D LINEAR 3 vs. D LINEAR 5
Advanced DSP technology for users who 
are not necessarily trained PA experts and 
want to use pre-fi ltering to quickly and 
easily get a great sound

High-quality components, classic analog 
technology and high levels of eminently 
usable SPL and headroom for professional 
FOH use

Musicians, bands and DJs who use their own 
PA system for shows and in their practice 
room

Sound engineers, musicians, bands, and DJs 
in up to medium-sized FOH applications

Up to 500 (using the LINEAR 3 Full Stack 
15/18: 4 x L SUB 1800 A, 2 x L3 115 FA)

Up to 3,000 (using the LTS Headstack 
Cluster: 12 x L SUB 4000 A, 8 x LTS A)

The musicians and/or DJ themselves Sound engineer

The musicians and/or DJ themselves - basic 
sound alterations from the stage only

Sound engineer or dedicated FOH engineer

More suited to indoor events: produces 
incredible sound in enclosed spaces

More suited to outdoor events: the ideal PA 
for high SPL and long-throw capability at 
open air shows

Provides many parameters for sound 
optimization, meaning alterations during 
the show itself are not strictly necessary

Outboard equipment (like EQs, limiters, 
e� ects, etc.) used for altering and 
optimizing sound. O� ers more advanced 
sound-shaping options

Pleasant, homogenous sound with a wide 
dispersion right up to directly in front of the 
stage

Fullrange models: long range and also 
outstanding near-fi eld coverage 

L5 LTS A: long throw with focused 
horizontal dispersion

Powerful, smooth, pre-fi ltered Punchy, built to excel at high SPLs, linear

High-quality BEM-designed horn from HK 
Audio’s professional Install Series

High-quality BEM-designed horn, featuring 
asymmetrical dispersion, from HK Audio’s 
professional Install Series 

L5 LTS A features the Multicell Transformer

Low-resonance MDF Combination of low-resonance MDF (sides) 
and rugged birch multiplex (top and bottom)

The PA with the “top performance to trust” 
guarantee. LINEAR 3’s advanced technical 
features make it quick and easy for the user 
to achieve incredible sound

The all-purpose, road-ready all-rounder in 
the HK Audio portfolio. LINEAR 5's extra 
options and appointments are especially 
suited to professional use
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